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How to start? Since I like coming to India a lot and visited this country several times 
during the last few years I could see the booming cities on the one hand and the 
never changing countryside on the other. The poorest of the poor there are girls and 
women, so I thought about what my contribution could be to help them improving 
their lives. I had some foster children in India, but wasn’t convinced by that concept 
after a while. So I decided searching for something different. I surfed the internet 
trying to figure out, whether there’s some organization in my hometown Munich, 
which runs educational projects for women in India. On my opinion women’s 
education is the most essential for improving their lives. It gives them self-confidence 
and awareness of their rights. This way I found Asha Munich and contacted Mr. 
Mehar Singh. He explained me how Asha works and told me about the supported 
projects in India. I got some more information from the internet and thought a while 
about, whether I should choose this project to support or not.  
 
In January this year I decided to donate some money for Mahila Samakhya (MS) UP. 
When Asha group Munich came to know, that I’ll spend some time of my holidays in 
Lucknow for taking Hindi lessons there, I was offered to visit the project area. 
Of course I agreed. I wanted to see myself how MS works and whether it’s worth 
supporting them in future or not. I want to mention already here: yes, it is. 
 

Last week I arrived here in Lucknow. Mr. Mehar Singh introduced me to Ms. Rashmi 
Sinha, the Director MS UP. We met at MS head office here in Lucknow. She gave me 
more information about MS. Besides details of their work – MS runs already 10 
schools and there will be 11 more till end of 2007, MS works only with low caste girls 
who dropped out from school after 3rd or 4th grade mostly because of educational 
reasons, they are taught in all kinds of basic subjects at boarding schools, to mention 
only some examples. I also learned that MS isn’t an NGO as I thought, but a semi 
governmental organization. Ms. Rashmi Sinha gave me lots of information; it was a 
very interesting meeting. Of course one part was also the organization of my visit of 
KGBV, in the countryside three hours by car from Lucknow. The MS office organized 
a taxi for my trip and offered me also, that a person of the head office can 
accompany me. But I declined this offer because this effort wasn‘t necessary as long 
as the taxi driver knows where to go. We fixed the visiting date on 21. March, the taxi 
should pick me up at 6:00 in the morning from my hotel. That was today. 
 
So actually, now the report of the visit starts. 
 
Although the driver knew the address it seemed to be some difficult to reach there. 
There were two or three calls on his mobile and someone was describing directions 
to him. I thought that’s some person from the Lucknow head office, but actually it was 
one of KGBV’s staff members – I learned that when I was there. Nevertheless, the 
driver had to ask the direction on the last few hundred meters of our way. After three 
hours and about 170 km we finally arrived at KGBV. 
I can’t tell what I had expected, but I hadn’t expected such a nice and big building. I 
had visited a school run by an NGO near Muzzafarpur / Bihar two years ago and they 
weren’t provided with such good facilities. So my first impression of KGBV was very 
positive.  



The second impression was the very warm welcome by the KGBV staff. The students 
had decorated the floor with rangoli. All the staff members were very nice and friendly 
to me and answered my questions with lots of patience. A big thanks to all them! 
One of the first things which caught my eyes was a red letterbox where the girls could 
put in letters with their personal thoughts or worries or anything else they is on their 
hearts. It’s a nice idea.  
The walls were decorated with charts about different subjects the students had 
created during their lessons, which gave a warm atmosphere to the building and a 
first impression of education’s content to me. 
Sitting their and talking to the staff I tried to get an idea how the girls feel and tried to 
observe them, when they were walking around in the background. Of course, they all 
were a bit shy, but they seemed to be relaxed and happy. They had open and happy 
young faces – no hard, old looking children’s faces I’ve seen so often.  
First different the rooms which are used by KGBV were shown to me. Now my first 
impression was confirmed from inside. The building has all facilities, which are 
essential for a boarding school. For example, there are two classrooms for 30 
students each, and there’s also enough space where the girls can sleep and where 
they can put their belongings. I was told that this is a rented building and school has 
to shift soon in their own new building, which is recently under construction. Originally 
I had planned to have a look at construction site, but time flew and so I had to cancel 
this point of my agenda. However, I really do hope, that the new constructed own 
building will be of the same quality. Success of such a project depends not only on 
motivated people, but also on the available facilities and means. 
After seeing the rooms and some articrafts – like decoration items made of clay, 
paper flowers and fruit bowels – the girls had made, we all gathered in one of the 
class rooms. The students sang a song for me. And after that they asked me some 
questions and verse visa. At the beginning they were a bit shy, but after a while they 
warmed up. The girls seemed to be very happy, highly motivated to study and 
interested in learning new things. I really enjoyed it, seeing how eager they were to 
ask question and learn things about my country and lifestyle there. They wanted to 
know about German’s climate, its cities, which fruits and vegetables are eaten there 
and how I live. I asked them about what they want to do after school, how their daily 
life has changed since living at KGBV, how they celebrate Indian holidays and so on. 
I enjoyed it a lot although it sometimes was some difficult for me because I had to talk 
in Hindi and my Hindi isn’t that good by now. But I got best support by the staff. In a 
way it was a Hindi lesson for free. 
We had then together lunch at the rooftop. The girls served me daal, sabzi, salad, 
chappati and chaval. I enjoyed it – although I’ve still some difficulties eating rice with 
my hands.  
Regular proper meals for the girls are also an advantage of a boarding school. 
After lunch and some rest, each of the teachers gave me information about the way 
she or he teaches the particular subject. Students are taught in mathematics, 
science, Hindi, English, art, housekeeping and karate.  
It was really interesting learning about the used teaching materials and the way 
knowledge is transferred because it’s different to the way of teaching I know. 
Teachers are all high motivated and very creative in preparing their classes. They put 
big effort collecting suitable materials. The exercises in all subjects students have to 
do are all very daily life orientated. They learn for life.  
I also learned that the girls studying at KGBV are identified by MS and the parents 
are convinced to send their daughters to boarding school.  



First when a girl comes to KGBV a health test is done and they have to show their 
knowledge that the teachers get some information about their knowledge level and 
an idea where to start. Test in order to monitor the progress of each girl are held 
every three months. Having a look to some files I recognized how different levels can 
be when girls start studying at KGBV. It must be quite difficult teaching student of so 
different levels in one class. It’s a challenge for their teachers. But without doubt, they 
are successful. Slipping through these files I also could see that each of the girls had 
made progress in her skills. 
Maybe teaching would become easier, if in each class only 15 instead of currently 30 
girls study. But certainly I’m aware of limitations because that would mean four 
classes instead of two and more rooms and teachers would be needed.  
Before leaving two girls put mehndi on each of my palms and I received two beautiful 
gifts: one nicely colored bowel made of grass and a fan, which is very useful for 
Indian warm weather. For sure, both items will get a special place in my home. 
I enjoyed the visit a lot and it was an interesting experience. It really was worth going 
there and I’m happy that I had that opportunity. 
 
After describing how I experienced the day and what happened, I also want to give a 
summary of my thoughts and feeling about this project. 
 
One of the most important things is – on my opinion – the fact that this school is run 
as a boarding school. This gives the girls a better opportunity to study regularly and 
continuously than normal schools do. Beside this they are provided with proper meals 
on a regular basis. After school they aren’t forced to work in the fields or in the house, 
but have the chance to play. I think it can be also very important to live in the school 
to develop self confidence because as far as I know situation in families often is very 
suppressive for girls. Being able to live without this daily pressure gives them the 
chance to get aware of what they really can do.  
On my opinion such educational projects should all be run as boarding schools. Of 
course, the costs for all the facilities a boarding school demands are higher, but in the 
long run success will justify these efforts. 
When I visited the primary education project in Bihar I was told that absence quota 
and drop out numbers are quite high among the girls. So the success will be 
according to that – no matter how motivated teachers are and how hard they work. 
 
I also liked the concept of education at KGBV a lot because it gives the students a 
wide common theoretical knowledge and a good practical knowledge for daily life as 
well. I was also very impressed how motivated the teachers are and how they 
prepare their lessons with simple but very effective means. They encourage their 
students to think about daily affairs and problems and to discuss certain issues. The 
teachers give the girls the opportunity to develop creative and manual skills, too. This 
all together gives them a good foundation for future life. 
I’m very sure that the connection to daily life motivates the students to study hard – 
and their parents to support their daughters. And if these girls experience how 
essential education for their lives is, later they probably give their own daughters 
more support from the beginning.  
 
Another thing I want to mention is the fact that MS goes to the villages, identifies girls 
who could study and convinces their parents to allow them attending school again. 
That’s an essential condition for success. I guess this is quite hard work because 
thinking and values change very slowly in every society. 



 
After visiting KGBV today I’m sure that MS is worth being supported. Its projects are 
made up not only for the present, but for future generations as well.  
 
I’m very happy that MS gave me the opportunity to visit KGBV. I don’t want to miss 
this experience in my life. It’s a good feeling, to see that there are such well planned 
efforts to improve life of the poor. 
 
I say a big Thank you very much to MS for their kind support and I wish MS all the 
success for the future. 
 
 
 


